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Resource Management for Power-Constrained
HEVC Transcoding Using Reinforcement
Learning
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Katzalin Olcoz and David Atienza Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—The advent of online video streaming applications and services along with the users’ demand for high-quality contents
require High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), which provides higher video quality and more compression at the cost of increased
complexity. On one hand, HEVC exposes a set of dynamically tunable parameters to provide trade-offs among Quality-of-Service
(QoS), performance, and power consumption of multi-core servers on the video providers’ data center. On the other hand, resource
management of modern multi-core servers is in charge of adapting system-level parameters, such as operating frequency and
multithreading, to deal with concurrent applications and their requirements. Therefore, efficient multi-user HEVC streaming necessitates
joint adaptation of application- and system-level parameters. Nonetheless, dealing with such a large and dynamic design space is
challenging and difficult to address through conventional resource management strategies. Thus, in this work, we develop a multi-agent
Reinforcement Learning framework to jointly adjust application- and system-level parameters at runtime to satisfy the QoS of multi-user
HEVC streaming in power-constrained servers. In particular, the design space, composed of all design parameters, is split into smaller
independent sub-spaces. Each design sub-space is assigned to a particular agent so that it can explore it faster, yet accurately. The
benefits of our approach are revealed in terms of adaptability and quality (with up to to 4× improvements in terms of QoS when
compared to a static resource management scheme), and learning time (6× faster than an equivalent mono-agent implementation).
Finally, we show that the power-capping techniques formulated outperform the hardware-based power capping with respect to quality.
Index Terms—Resource Management, DVFS, Power Capping, Reinforcement learning, Q-Learning, HEVC, self-adaptation.
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I NTRODUCTION

T

HE emergence of massively parallel and heterogeneous
architectures forces the co-location of applications in
order to exploit the potential underlying performance, usually under tight system-level (for example in terms of
maximum power performance) or application-level limits
(minimum Quality of Service). The development of holistic
and autonomous resource management schemes to simultaneously adapt application- and system-wide knobs with
real-time requirements is far from being a trivial task, but
it will become mandatory for such systems. Fortunately,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques can provide great help
in this type of scenarios. Actually, the development of
agents that optimally learn and improve their behaviour in
an autonomous fashion has traditionally been one of the
paramount goals of AI. Responsiveness and self-adaptation to
the environment transform AI systems into appealing pieces
of software that can sense, interact and react to environmental changes without human intervention. Specifically,
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Reinforcement Learning (RL) [1] is a field of AI that aims at
learning by interaction, featuring a so-called reward-driven
behavior. In RL, autonomous agents proceed by interacting
with their environment, progressively altering their behavior by observing the consequences of their actions in form
of state-action-reward tuples. RL agents are in general well
suited to problems appearing in complex scenarios featuring
large state spaces, highly dynamic and without any preexisting knowledge.
In this paper, we integrate RL techniques into a selfadaptive resource manager to tackle the problem of automatic and dynamic application- and system-wide knob
adaptation for multi-user video transcoding scenarios on
modern multi-core servers. Then, we demonstrate that RL is
an effective and efficient technique to automatically extract
and apply policies that simultaneously fulfill performance,
quality, and power restrictions when targeting resource
management on multiple application instances. Our proposal is based on a design space decomposition into subspaces, facilitating the coverage of a large design space.
Thus, each agent independently explores a particular subspace to attain sufficient knowledge about the environment
faster. Once the design space is fully explored by all the
agents, each agent exploits its internal knowledge jointly
with others’ knowledge in a cooperative manner to optimally behave in the environment.
Our proposal is based on a specific use case of wide
appeal nowadays: multi-user video transcoding via a highly
tuned HEVC encoder (Kvazaar [2]) modified to expose dy-
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namic application-level knobs. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) has emerged as a feasible solution to alleviate the exponential growth in network traffic originated
both for live streaming and video on demand, because
it provides up to 50% better compression compared with
their predecessors keeping video quality [3]. This reduction
in bitrate comes at the cost of an increase in computing
demands on the server side. As a consequence, the burden
is shifting from network pressure to compute requirements
in terms of both performance and energy consumption [4].
Moreover, video streams often have to be converted to
match the requirements of different clients by means of
online video transcoding, which is a very resource intensive
process [5], [6]. In multi-user scenarios, video providers’
servers receive multiple simultaneous transcoding requests,
each with different quality or throughput restrictions. Many
modern video transcoding systems expose a number of
dynamically tunable knobs with direct implications in resource usage and attainable quality of service (QoS); similarly, modern techniques exposed by hardware also have
considerable impact on application throughput and power
consumption. Hence, a proper selection of application-side
and system-level parameters to simultaneously fulfill QoS
requirements of clients while optimizing resource usage
becomes a challenging task to increase the productivity of
the underlying computing platforms.
Our main contributions are:
• We present a detailed analysis of parameters of a realtime encoding process (dynamic knobs) and their impact
in throughput, power consumption, and video quality for
a modern, multi-threaded video encoder. We show how
application- and system-level knobs can be decomposed
and policies to apply on them can be automatically learned
through RL to provide fast and efficient run-time management of a highly tuned HEVC encoder on a modern multicore server.
• We integrate turbo frequency management and power
capping abilities (software and hardware), and demonstrate that application-aware power capping can reach
equal or better results than traditional hardware-based techniques [7], both in terms of QoS and power consumption.
• Targeting multi-user real-time HEVC transcoding, we
validate our approach on a server with state-of-the-art
power-management capabilities. Compared with an equivalent static knob selection approach, we achieve a reduction
in the number of QoS violations up to 2× for a single video,
and up to 4× for a fully loaded server.
• Our insights reveal the advantages of a multi-agent over
a mono-agent implementation in learning speed (6× faster)
and policies (12% improvement in QoS). In terms of QoE,
the multi-agent approach achieves a reduction of 7× in the
number of changes in QP, and a 30% reduction on average
QP distance, ultimately meaning a better user experience.
• Comparing with state-of-the-art heuristics for resource
management on similar scenarios, we achieve a maximum
improvement of 14× in the number of QoS violations –5.7×
on average–.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
provides a comprehensive study of HEVC as a case of study,
and motivates the necessity of machine learning techniques

to tackle the resource management problem. In Section 3
and 4, we provide a deep description of our proposal towards the formulation of the resource management problem
in terms of RL in general, and as a Q-learning problem in
particular, respectively. Section 5 describes the main caveats
in the deployment of a multi-agent design within the framework. Sections 6 and 7 provide detailed experimental results
for a comprehensive set of scenarios. Section 8 closes the
paper with a summary of the main conclusions of this work.
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M ULTI - USER TRANSCODING : RESOURCE MAN -

AGEMENT

HEVC transcoding involves decoding a video to encode
it again with the requested features. The main complexity
of online transcoding comes from the high computational
complexity of the encoder [3]. Thus, we exclusively focus
on resource management to HEVC encoders in order to
optimize performance and energy of the servers while providing the required per-user QoS and quality of experience
(QoE) [8].
2.1 Application- and system-wide knobs on multi-core
servers
Modern video encoders implementing high performance
versions of the HEVC standard (and similarly of other standard specifications) are composed of a set of basic building
blocks each frame has to pass through to be encoded. Each
basic building block is parameterized by means of input
knobs with application-wide impact (e.g., throughput or
encoding quality) and/or system-wide effects (e.g., power
consumption). Some of them must be decided and statically
fixed a priori with no option for runtime modification (for
example the preset selection in many HEVC encoders, that
ultimately tunes a number of static knobs before execution); others can be modified, with different granularity, at
runtime (e.g., quantization parameter -QP- or number of
threads). We will refer to them as static and dynamic knobs,
respectively, following the idea proposed in [9]. Moreover,
it is not necessary or feasible to tune all the available
dynamic knobs to significantly affect throughput, quality,
bit rate and/or power consumption. In this work, we limit
our study to those with the largest impact on the output
quality and performance, and we employ a particular highperformance implementation of HEVC, Kvazaar, to illustrate how our proposal can be integrated into a state-of-theart HEVC encoder. Note, however, that the ideas presented
in this paper can be mapped to other knobs within the
HEVC standard with minimal changes, and to other high
performance implementations (e.g. x2651 ), provided they
provide similar selectable knobs associated to their building
blocks.
1) Quantization Parameter (QP): in charge of the quantization degree per frame [10], plays a significant role in
output responses and can be tuned on a frame-to-frame
basis at runtime. Among others, Huang et al. [11], and
Biatek et al. [12] have worked on proper QP estimation and
selection. QP values in the range of 22 to 37 are suggested by
JCT-VC [13] to yield desirable quality. However, even with
1. https://x265.org
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2.2 Motivation for dynamic resource and knob management
The development of a proactive, self-adaptive policy for
resource management in a multi-user environment with
multiple video requests is motivated by two main intrinsic characteristics of this kind of application: intra-video
requirement variations and inter-video interactions. Let us
illustrate this fact in terms of actual throughput (reported
as frames per second or FPS), for different scenarios using
a static resource assignment. The following results have
been extracted on a real platform, later used to carry out
all the experiments. The platform comprises a 20-core Intel
Xeon server clocking from 1 GHz to 2 GHz and turbo
mode. Frequency is selectable in 100MHz steps, and turbo
frequency is limited up to 3.6 GHz as our encoder uses AVX2
instructions.
1) Intra-video requirements variability (due to content
variation): Black line in Figure 1 reports a timeline of the
observed throughput of a complete transcoding process
of a high-resolution video (QuarterBackSneak, see Table 3)
using static computing resources (3 threads at 1.5 GHz
and QP = 22). Considering a target throughput of 24
FPS, video contents ultimately determine the instantaneous
throughput attained, with areas in which the computing
resources are sufficient (or even wasted) and others in which
QoS violations appear frequently.
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Figure 1: Timelines representing the throughput of the
same sequence (QuarterBackSneak) with different resolutions: High (1280×720) and Low (832×480), when encoding
with the same knobs (3 threads at 1.5GHz setting QP=22).
The dotted line represents the real-time threshold (24 FPS).

1 HR video

50
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this knowledge, the optimal value is still unknown to meet
the required PSNR, bitrate, throughput, and power budget
at runtime due to inter- and intra-video variations, and its
adaptive selection is still a subject of detailed study in the
literature [14], [15].
2) Thread parallelism in HEVC: A key feature of Kvazaar
that enables real-time encoding is Wavefront Parallel Processing (WPP) [10]. Each frame is divided into different
rows and blocks which are processed in raster-scan order.
A pool of worker threads is deployed upon initialization.
When a thread finishes processing a block, it checks whether
there is a new block with no dependencies to be processed.
Following this paradigm allows to dynamically modify the
number of active worker threads at each moment of the
execution.
Modern multi-core architectures also expose a number of
system-level dynamic knobs. Its proper selection offer tradeoffs between power consumption and performance, and
a proper adaptation to variable workloads with imposed
resource limits. These system-wide knobs include (i) DVFS
(Dynamic Voltage-Frequency Scaling [16]) to dynamically
select operating frequency of the processor, with direct
implications on performance and energy consumption; (ii)
dynamic power capping selection to limit the energy consumption based on internal hardware events to estimate instantaneous power draw; and (iii) turbo management, exposing
extra turbo frequency ranges that can be leveraged to boost
performance under specific application restrictions [17].
This extra power budget depends on both the number
of active cores and the type of vector instructions delivered [18]. Hence, applications need to use turbo frequencies
in a restricted and intelligent way, considering a full view of
the system usage. This situation adds an extra challenge in
runtime frequency management.
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Figure 2: Timeline representing the instantaneous throughput of one High Resolution video (QuarterBackSneak) running with 3 threads and QP=22 at turbo frequency. Until
point A, the video is encoded alone. From that point on, it
is encoded simultaneously with other 5 videos (3 threads
each).

2) Inter-video requirements variability (due to different
resolution): Figure 1 shows the throughput obtained for the
same video sequence with two different resolutions: High
and Low resolution (black and blue lines) using the same
values of knobs -number of threads, frequency and QP-.
While the low resolution video transcoding process can
achieve real time transcoding (i.e., 32.5 FPS on average), the
high resolution video suffers from frequent QoS violations
(i.e., 25.5 FPS).
3) Inter-video resource contention (due to changing number
of requests): Figure 2 simulates a situation in which an ongoing isolated transcoding process with fixed assigned resources has its throughput diminished upon the appearance
of other independent transcoding processes (point labelled
as A in the Figure). The same sequence as that in Figure 1
is encoded with the same knobs except that in this case
turbo frequency is used. When the process is executed in
isolation, the throughput is much higher than required; but
as soon as other transcoding processes appear in the server,
and although each process is mapped to independent cores
in the experiment, the achieved throughput is dramatically
reduced. The attained throughput is thus highly sensitive
to both general video characteristics, associated assigned
resources and machine occupation. This type of scenario
results in wasted resources when the process runs alone
and constant quality of service violations when the server
is loaded. In this situation, an increase in QP, for example,
could balance throughput and quality. This combined decision, however, is not trivial.
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Figure 3: Average FPS for all combinations of QP, number of threads and frequency for three different values of power
capping, when encoding the H R sequence “FourPeople”. Color-less points represent knob combinations not satisfying the
constraints.
Table 1: Feasible knob combinations producing near-24 FPS
encoding (on average), and impact on the other output
metrics.

2.3

QP

N. ths

Freq (GHz)

FPS

Power (W)

PSNR

37
32
22
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1
2
3
5

1.8
1.0
1.4
1.0

25.9
24.0
25.3
25.1

54.2
49.3
55.0
54.3

36.4
38.9
43.4
43.4

Necessity of ML for multi-user video transcoding

Figure 3 gives a quantitative and qualitative overview of the
complexity and amplitude of the design space considering
QP, number of threads and frequency for the encoding of a
single video (FourPeople, see Table 3) under three different
power caps. Each colored point in the figure represents a
valid solution, with different throughput (from 24 FPS in
dark blue to more than 80 FPS in red), power and quality.
Areas in which both QoS and power restrictions are met
(F P S > 24 and power < power cap) grow larger as power
capping is relaxed, yielding more potential knob combinations. Considering only the dark blue points in Figure 3,
which correspond to solutions close to 24 FPS on average,
Table 1 summarizes different assigned resources and output
metrics (averaged for the complete execution). Thus, for
the best quality the chosen knobs would be QP = 22, 5
threads and 1 GHz, while the lowest power solution would
be QP = 32, 2 threads and 1 GHz. Other combinations of
knobs can also be the best option for different optimization
goals.
The results above change for the different frames of
the video, depending on video contents. Let us assume an
encoding process with support for Nenc different encoding
knobs values and Nsys different system parameters (e.g.,
frequency), which can be tuned at runtime, at a frame
granularity. Consider now the encoding of a t-second video
at a frame rate of Fr : in order to find the best encoding
configuration for that frame, Nenc × Nsys × t × Fr profiles
should be statically obtained. For instance, 4 QP values, 5
number of threads values, and 10 DVFS values, for a 10second video at a frame rate of 24 FPS, would yield 48, 000
combinations to obtain the optimal encoding configuration
and DVFS settings for the video, which gives a hint of the
complexity of the brute-force approach.
In addition, configuring the encoding parameters is dra-

matically more challenging when considering multiple concurrent videos running on a server, in a so-called multi-user
video transcoding. First, the inter-video resource contention
impacts the throughput obtained by the independent encoding processes. Second, the power constraint may not let
all encoding processes run at their own optimal configuration simultaneously. As a result, a joint profiling becomes
mandatory.
Machine learning techniques are able to consider hidden
and complicated interrelations of encoding parameters on
any arbitrary platform along with video contents. This, however, requires a model-free learning algorithm, as provided
by RL in general, and the Q-Learning (QL) algorithm in
particular, as described in the following sections.
2.4

Related Work

From a generic perspective, our proposal gathers characteristics from resource managers and auto-tuning frameworks. Focusing on resource management, reinforcement
learning has been previously applied both in embedded systems [19] and in large-scale distributed environments [20],
[21] to take coarse-grain (heterogeneous or homogeneous)
workload allocation. Multi-agent reinforcement learning has
also been previously applied to address load balancing
problems in grid computing resources for large-scale computing jobs [22]. None of the aforementioned efforts combines the fine granularity in knob selection proposed by
our approach with multi-application management and contention/interaction considerations in intra-node resource
management. Our results reveal that multi-agent RL is a
valid technique for real-time fine-grained resource management.
Previous works on auto-tuning frameworks divide
strategies into static (where knobs are predefined at installation time or at process level, see Active Harmony [23] or
Autotune [24]), and dynamic (where knobs vary at runtime based on self-extracted knowledge, as in our case).
In the framework of the ARGO project, mARGOt and
a number of related efforts [25], [26] provide heuristics
for dynamic knob selection at function level, without any
support of AI, following reactive and proactive strategies
to fulfill precision requirements. ADAPT [27] is based on
compilation techniques to expose run-time opportunities for
optimization, which are selected heuristically at execution
time. PowerDial [9] proposes an integrated framework for
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dynamic adaptation of application knobs to target load and
power changes in the server. The concept of dynamic knob
is introduced and exploited in the paper, but the runtime
behaviour is reduced to heuristic knob tuning. Many of the
auto-tuning frameworks consider dynamic knob adaptation
by means of heuristic exploration; our proposal, on the contrary, demonstrates that RL can improve output application
metrics without the need of complex heuristics.
Many of the aforementioned related efforts consider
resource management and dynamic application auto-tuning
as completely orthogonal efforts. On the contrary, we propose a hybrid approach between a resource manager and a
dynamic auto-tuning framework. A detailed study of the
strategies integrated in our framework reveal that resource
management (e.g., frequency) and application auto-tuning
(e.g., number of threads or QP) should be considered jointly
to attain proper resource management and output application metrics.
Specifically targeting on video transcoding, previous
works such as [28], [29], [30], have modeled the output and
complexity of an HEVC encoder as a function of a few
encoding parameters by exhaustive application profiling,
considering a few encoding parameters due to the exponential complexity of dealing with a higher number. But
these models are considerably platform-dependent and any
change in the target architecture may result in an intolerable
model error. Our previous work [31] proposes a monoagent implementation of Q-Learning with a similar design
for states, actions and reward functions, following different
objectives (temperature and power control) without realtime restrictions and using an unoptimized (and sequential)
HEVC implementation. While similar in philosophy, in this
work we focus on the challenges imposed by designing
and managing a multi-agent implementation following our
previous effort in MAMUT [32] with tight restrictions in
the target throughput, quality and system-wide power, on a
fully-optimized HEVC implementation. Specifically, in this
work we deeply extend the ideas presented in MAMUT,
including a comprehensive section motivating the use of
Reinforcement Learning techniques to deal with big design
spaces, and a more detailed study of other similar approaches in the literature. We incorporate Turbo Frequency
management into our formulation, forcing the redesign of
the states to consider core occupation, and demonstrating
that this complexity can be efficiently handled by an actual
centralized resource manager with a negligible overhead. In
addition, a detailed description of the design of the system
is exposed, focusing on how the system deals with systemwide metrics and noisy measurements. Finally, we compare
against a new mono-agent approach and a state-of-theart heuristic in multiple scenarios, adding power capping
capabilities to our system, thus illustrating how systemwide restrictions can also be handled by our RL formulation.

performed in the environment. RL is able to deal with
environment-dependent problems through dynamic optimization programming. Q-Learning, as a model-free algorithm of reinforcement learning, is able to cope with
more sophisticated industrial problems. In addition, it is
exploration-insensitive, thus, more suitable for practical
problems [1].
A (mono-agent) Q-Learning model is composed of an
agent (learner) able to select and take actions from a finite
action set, A, and observing (sensing) its current state from a
finite state space, S. The agent applies actions starting from
an initial state and moving to a new one. Applying particular actions in particular states is encouraged or discouraged
based on a reward received after moving to the new state.
Starting from a usually random policy to select actions, the
agent is ultimately able to follow a learned policy, π , which
is a mapping from the state space to the action set. This
mapping simply implies whether action at in state st is
worthwhile to be applied.
a) Learning process – method: To learn the best policy,
the agent maximizes the reward by storing a Q-value per
state-action pair as Qπ (s, a) indicates the quality of applying
action a in state s. In other words, the Q-value represents
the most probable long-term reward, provided the agent
starts from state s, applies action a, and follows the policy
π . All the different Q-values are stored in a Q-table, which is
updated as follows [1]:
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where β is a constant and N um(st , at ) is the number of
observations of the state-action pair (st , at ).
b) Learning process – phases: We consider three phases
for the learning process similar to the literature [34], [35]. In
this approach each pair state-action is updated based on the
value of its learning rate. In the first phase, called exploration
(α < αth1 ), actions are taken randomly trying to explore all

TO

R EINFORCEMENT LEARNING AS A SOLUTION
DYNAMIC

RESOURCE

ALLOCATION

AND

SELF - ADAPTATION

3.1

Reinforcement Learning. Mono-Agent Q-Learning

RL is appropriate for problem domains where reinforced
information is available after a sequence of actions are

Qt+1 (st , at ) = [1 − α(st , at )] × Qt (st , at )+
α(st , at ) × [Rt+1 + γ max Qt (st+1 , a)]

(1)

a

where Qt (st , at ) and Qt+1 (st , at ) are, respectively, the current and updated Q-values corresponding to the current
taken action at at the current state st , Rt+1 is the immediate
reward after next state st+1 is observed, α(st , at ) determines
the learning rate, and γ is the discount factor and controls the
significance of the history of the Q-values against the recently
obtained reward. The learning rate defined in Q-learning
depends on the state-action pair. Then, through the learning
rate definition, we ensure that a specific state-action pair has
been observed a sufficiently large number of times.
In stochastic environments where action at at state st
does not always result in a particular next state st+1 , the
learning rate is critical to ensure a fast and flawless learning
phase. If the learning rate is assumed constant and set to
1, the previous reinforced information is overridden every
time the state-action pair of (st , at ) is observed. If the
learning rate is constant and set to zero, there is no learning.
For fully deterministic environments, α(st , at ) = 1 provides
optimal learning. However, for stochastic problems [1], a
decreasing-to-zero function for learning rate is able to provide optimal learning phase. A common definition used [33]
is:
α(st , at ) = β/N um(st , at )

(2)
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the states and actions as quickly as possible. Once a state
is explored enough times (αth1 < α < αth2 ), it moves
to the exploration-exploitation phase, where now the taken
action is the one that maximizes the Q-values learned in
the previous phase (a = arg maxa∈A Qt (st , a)), at the same
time the Q-tables are still updated. In the last phase, called
exploitation (αth2 < α), the agent has already learned the
final policy π , thus it takes the actions that maximize the
Q-values similar to the previous phase, but not updating
these values anymore.
3.2

Multi-Agent Q-Learning

Multi-agent learning (MAL) tackles a particular category
of learning problems where multiple agents need to interact and behave cooperatively or competitively with some
degree of autonomy. The problem domain may be decomposed into smaller sub-problems and each agent takes
charge of one of them independently while communicating
and interacting with other agents. As a result of such cooperative and concurrent learning, it is feasible to deal with
a considerably large search space, as it can be split into
smaller sub-spaces. Therefore, if complexities arising from
interactions between agents are managed well, cooperative
multi-agent learning is promising to explore larger design
spaces with less computational complexity leading to a
faster learning phase compared to mono-agent learning.
However, the main challenge of cooperative concurrent
learning is that each learner (agent) needs to adjust its
behavior according to the others.
In this paper, we propose the use of Multi-Agent RL for
our particular problem. The next two sections develop the
formulation of the multi-user video transcoding scenario as
a generic Q-Learning problem (Section 4) and the necessary
adaptations applied to transform this generic formulation
into a multi-agent approach (Section 5).

4

M ODELLING MULTI - USER VIDEO TRANSCODING
Q-L EARNING PROBLEM

AS A

Our framework is deployed considering a multi-core server
in which a number of transcoding requests from users
arrive at random points in time, each one possibly of a
different video type (resolution and contents). The framework responds to this requirement by assigning a variable amount of system resources by tuning applicationwide dynamic knobs (QP and number of threads) of each
concurrent encoding instance and system-wide knobs (core
frequency) to meet joint restrictions in terms of performance
(T HROUGHPUT), quality (P SNR) and power (applying a
power cap, Pcap ). The scenario includes two extra conditions, namely: (i) resource usage should be minimized
provided T HROUGHPUT is met, and (ii) quality should be
maximized if there are enough available resources.
Mapping this problem statement into an actual
Q-Learning process requires a correct definition of states,
actions and reward functions. The number, granularity and
value distribution of states and actions is ultimately a tradeoff between learning time and control degree on the accuracy of output metrics, in which both expert knowledge and
application specifics play an important role. Hence, a correct

definition of the reward function ultimately determines the
success in maximizing/minimizing output metrics, optimality in resource usage and the compliance with the restrictions imposed.
4.1

State definition

Since in this work we aim at QoS-aware real-time transcoding under power budget constraints, the agents constantly
sense output metrics (P SNR, T HROUGHPUT, and P OWER)
on a frame-to-frame basis, mapping each particular system
observation into a particular state. For 8-bit-depth videos
and lossy compression, P SNR should range between 30 dB
and 50 dB for acceptable human vision [36]. We divide
this range into the following intervals to constitute P SNR
states (Spsnr ): P SN R ≤ 30, ≤ 35, ≤ 40, ≤ 45, ≤ 50, and
> 50 dB. The P OWER state (Spower ) is defined based on
the power consumption constraints of the running server:
power < Pcap and power ≥ Pcap . T HROUGHPUT (measured
in FPS) is divided into the following states, since the target
frame rate is 24 FPS (the one defined in the NTSC standard [37]): FPS < 24, < 28, < 32, < 35, < 40, < 50 and
≥ 50. This non-regular formulation of the states is a tradeoff between quality of the obtained policy and learning time.
On one side, having smaller intervals near the threshold
allows the system to distinguish the effects of similar actions
and to have a more precise control on the applications. On
the other side, having larger intervals far from the threshold
reduces learning times, and it has a minimum impact on the
quality of the obtained policy.
Additionally, as detailed in Section 6, the use of turbo
frequency management into our framework motivates the
introduction of buckets of level of occupation (number of cores
occupied at a given execution point by all simultaneous
transcoding processes) as an additional state (Socc ), as the
actual processor frequency directly depends on this value.
In our platform, Socc can take 6 different values.
4.2

Reward Function

To provide suitable feedback to each agent, the selected
reward function is a linear combination of three different
rewards, one per state, all of them normalized:
a) T HROUGHPUT (minimize output metric under one
lower limit): based on the target frame rate (24 FPS):


−4
R(F P S) = a ∗ F P S + b

0

F P S < 24
24 ≤ F P S < 50
F P S ≥ 50

(3)

This function provides negative values if the throughput
is smaller than the target frame rate. A value of −4 was
chosen to penalize those states below the constraint even
if the other functions give the maximum reward, ensuring
the system will learn not to visit those states in the future.
The a and b parameters are adjusted to produce a maximum
reward of 1.0 if FPS meets the target of 24, and a decreasing
reward down to 0 for larger FPS (a = −1/26, b = 25/13).
The reason is that when F P S > 24, spare encoded frames
can be buffered. Buffered frames can be used to compensate
the overall framerate if, at some points, FPS temporarily
drops below the target. Nevertheless, achieving larger FPS
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direct control of the user, as it depends on the current core
occupation). Therefore, in this work we consider a selection
of frequencies within this range as actions for the DVFS
agent.
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Figure 4: Metrics obtained when setting 2.0 GHz and varying the number of threads (left), and setting 4 threads and
varying the frequency (right), while encoding a 1280x720
video.
may result in wasting resources, which ultimately means
fewer users can be served. Therefore, this reward function
directs the agents to save resources, provided the QoS is
met.
b) P SNR (maximize output metric between two limits): As
explained before, a minimum PSNR of 30 dB is required.
However, the goal of this work is to achieve higher video
quality if there are enough resources. Hence, a higher reward is given when the agent moves to a state with larger
PSNR:
(
−4
R(P SN R) =
c × ePSNR/50 + d

PSNR < 30 or PSNR > 50
otherwise
(4)

where c and d are set to give a maximum reward of 1.0
when PSNR=50, and a reward of 0 when PSNR=30, thus
maximizing quality (c ≈ 1.12, d ≈ −2.03).
c) P OWER (apply tight limit in output metric): Power
consumption is limited to a value defined by the server
administrator (Pcap ). If the constraint is violated, our reward
function gives a value of −4 to cancel out positive values obtained from other reward (if any). Otherwise, 0.0 is obtained
and no agent is mistakenly promoted for an action with a
safe power consumption, but not a desirable PSNR or FPS.
4.3

Actions definition

The definition of actions taken by agents (both in terms of
number and distribution within a range), similarly to states,
must be chosen based on expertise (problem knowledge)
and requirements of learning time and accuracy. Figure 4
provides Pareto curves that relate different output metrics
and actions for a transcoding process on the target architecture. In the following, we use it as a baseline to justify the
selected actions.
a) QP: QP variations affect FPS, PSNR, power consumption and bitrate [38]. We use QP values of 22, 27, 32
and 37 based on our observation and [13].
b) Number of Threads: While HEVC encoding can benefit from multithreading to increase FPS, Figure 4 shows
that throughput saturates above a certain number of threads
because there is not enough work for more threads. In our
target platform, this limit appears for 5 threads in the case
of a H R video, and 3 threads in the case of a L R video.
c) DVFS: Our platform supports frequencies from 1.00
GHz to 2.00 GHz and Turbo mode, selectable on demand
and in a core-by-core basis in steps of 100 MHz (with Turbo
enabled, this range extends up to 3.7 GHz, but is not under

5

I NTEGRATING MAL INTO THE P ROBLEM

Similar to conventional mono-agent learning, the QL algorithm in multi-agent learning is composed of a finite action
set A split in multiple independent subspaces Ai , and a
finite state space S . Each agent i is in charge of taking action
ait , and moves from its current state st to the next one st+1 .
Then, the corresponding Q-table [1] is updated after each
reward, indicating the value of applying ait at st , is received.
This formulation allows the system to deal with larger
design spaces as it is split in multiple Q-tables, each one
explored concurrently by a different agent. Specifically, we
propose a concurrent cooperative multi-agent approach for
run-time adaptation of HEVC encoding configuration and
system parameters to achieve QoS-aware real-time HEVC
transcoding under power budget constraints. The action set
A is split to three subsets A1 , A2 , A3 such that ∀i 6= j ,
S
Ai ∩Aj = ∅, and 3i=1 Ai = A. Agents can send messages
such that each agent accesses the Q-table of the others and
both states and rewards resulting from one agent’s action
are observable to all agents. In the following subsections,
we further discuss on the design of agents, action set, state
space, learning phases, and learning rate function.
5.1

Agent design and activation sequence

In MAL, we consider three different agents, each in charge
of a different knob. We define agents for tuning QP
(AGqp ), deciding the number of threads used to encode
a frame (AGthread ) through Wavefront Parallel Processing
(WPP) [10], and per-core DVFS (AGdvf s ).
Action granularity is also directly related to the agent
activation sequence, and to the relative effects on output
metrics of a single step variation in each action. Hence,
one step in terms of QP implies large modifications in both
quality and throughput (see Figure 4). For the latter, wrong
actions taken by the QP agent can be solved or alleviated,
with more detail, by subsequent application of actions by
the threads or DVFS agents, each one with progressively
finer granularity.
We experimentally determine how frequently each agent
should act, based on system overhead, the impact on our
target objectives, and the number of parameter values to
be explored as it is desirable that all agents finish the
exploration phase roughly at the same time. For our setup,
AGqp acts every 24 frames. With one frame as the offset,
AGthread takes action every 12 frames. AGdvf s takes action
every 6 frames with an offset of 2 frames. Since AGdvf s
and AGthread act after AGqp , they can modify the output throughput if it is degraded (or above the required
constraints) because of AGqp taking an action to increase
(decrease) the video quality. In addition, as AGdvf s takes
actions more frequently, it can take charge of content variations and tune the throughput to the desired FPS. Figure 5
shows the proposed sequence for the agents.
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AG1 AG2 AG3 NULL
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AG1
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Application 2

Frame

Q-table 1
Q-table 2
Q-table 3

5.2 Learning process – dealing with power measurements

General system overview

Figure 6 depicts a general diagram of our formulation, and
shows how actions are chosen and applied. The system is
continuously sensing the environment and receiving different (application- and system-wide) metric values frameto-frame basis, storing and processing them. Upon each
agent activation, the state is built from the current and
stored metrics, discretizing the continuous values according
to the states defined in the previous section (Step 1 in the
diagram). This state is used to update the Q-table of the
previous agent (Step 2, Equation 1), and to determine the
action of the next agent (Step 3). As the learning rate is defined for each state/action pair, different pairs can belong to
different learning phases –exploration, exploration-exploitation
or exploitation– for the same state. In Step 4, the system
determines the phase of the next action and then which
action belonging to that phase applies (Step 5). How the
phase is chosen requires an additional explanation, shown
next. Finally, the system applies the chosen action in step 6.

FPS, PSNR

AGths

Power, Occ
1. Discretize
state

AGQP
2. Update
prev. Ag.

Current
State

3. Determine
next Ag.

AGDVFS

6. Apply
action

5. Choose
action on
that phase

4. Choose
phase to
explore

Figure 6: General system overview.

The fact that different learning rates exist for each
state/action pair allows a more precise control of the learning
progress of each state. However, it remains unclear which
action an agent should choose among those available, as
this decision ultimately depends on the learning phase. To
solve this problem, we follow a two-step approach: (i) In
Step 4, the agent selects the phase of the next action to
choose, but not yet a specific action, as the action selection
strategy depends on the phase just selected; and (ii) in Step
5, the agent chooses, between the actions belonging to the
previously selected phase the next action to take. If the
selected phase is exploration, the next action will be chosen
randomly between those pairs belonging to the exploration
phase. In the other phases, the action will be chosen in a
co-operative way, as described in detail in Section 5.4.
Algorithm 1: Learning phase selection (Step 4 in Figure 6)

1
2

5.3

ENVIRONMENT

Application 1

Figure 5: Agent sequence. Different arrows show which
agents need to look at the Q-table of the next agent.

Metrics relative to each encoding request are applicationwide; on the contrary, power consumption is a system-wide
metric, which yields some additional considerations. This
fact implies that changes observed in power consumption
cannot be directly related to modifications applied to a
single application instance, as they can be potentially caused
by a combination of multiple changes applied to different
concurrent instances. In our formulation, this fact can lead
to incorrect learning policies from the agents, updating the
Q-tables based on observations that are not consequences
of their own actions, but consequences of actions applied
by other agents at the same time. This problem only arises
during the learning period, while Q-tables are being filled
and incorrect observations can lead to low quality policies.
To tackle this problem, we propose a modified learning
process, where only one sequence is encoded through our
system. With only one video encoded at a time, the agent
is able to relate changes in the observed metrics to its
own actions. Obviously, as the final goal of the system
is to run on a scenario with multiple instances running
concurrently, multiple codification processes are executed
in the background using a static knob configuration, pursuing
a dual purpose: (i) Agents can observe the dependencies
between encoding processes, adding this information to
their Q-tables and therefore, obtaining better policies in the
future; and (ii) The system can visit different state values
that an individual encoding process cannot visits by its
own (for example, some Socc and Spower states can be only
visited if almost all the cores are used simultaneously by
multiple application instances).

DVFS, N. Ths

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Data: number of actions at each phase (nExploration, nExplor Exploi, . . . )
and number of available actions (|Ai |).
Result: chosen ← phase of the next action to choose.
begin
/* =A=: All the pairs are in the same phase:
*/
if nExploration = |Ai | then chosen ← exploration;
else if nExplor Exploi = |Ai | then chosen ← explor exploi;
else if nExploitation = |Ai | then chosen ← exploitation;
/* =B=: Pairs mixed with different phases
*/
else if nExploration > 0 then
if rand() ≥ 0.5 then
// P=0.5
chosen ← exploration;
else
// P=0.25
chosen ← randomSel(explor exploi, exploitation);
else
chosen ← randomSel(explor exploi, exploitation);

// P=0.5

Function randomSel (phase1, phase2) is:
Selects randomly between both phases.
Checks if there is at least one action in each phase before choosing it.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code followed by an
agent to choose the phase of the next action to apply (Step 4).
If all actions belong to the same phase, the decision of which
phase to select next is trivial (lines 1–5). However in the
case where, in a specific state, there are actions belonging to
different phases, the agent will try to progress the learning
process by taking those actions that are still in the exploration
phase first. To do that, the agent randomly chooses the next
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phase giving the double of probability to the exploration
phase than the other two phases. To do that, in the case there
is at least one pair in exploration phase, the agent will give
a probability of 1/2 to select that phase, and a probability of
1/4 to the other phases (lines 5 to 9). The decision between
exploration-exploitation and exploitation phases is taken with
the same probabilities.
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Improvements over the Mono-Agent approach

1) Learning Rate Function: Each agent must have its own
learning rate for each state-action pair because of the different number of actions and activation frequency. The
proposed learning rate function is a decreasing function of
the number of state-action observations, defined differently
from those proposed in the literature [31], [34], [39]: if these
functions were considered, it is likely that an agent claims
the end of the exploration phase even if other agents have
not taken enough different actions. This issue ultimately
makes one or more agents behave sub-optimally. Thus, the
agent cannot maximize the reward by following the Q-table.
Alternatively, we use the following learning rate function
for each agent, AGi , which allows each agent to monitor
the number and variety of actions taken by other agents, as
follows:
α(i) (st , ait ) =

βi
+
N um(st , ait )

Figure 7: Different paths to explore before taking an action.

st+1 )/N um(st , ait ). This probability is updated throughout
the learning process, and used to cooperatively choose the
best action, as seen next.
3) Cooperation process: Similarly to the mono-agent
approach, the learning process of the different agents follows a three-phase approach; however, while in exploration
phase the agents still explore the different actions randomly
and independently, in the following phases they start to
cooperate.
Algorithm 2: Exploitation phase
ai

0

βi
1+

X

 (5)

1

min (N um(a))

a∈A∗
i

a∈Aj

j6=i

2

Here, the first term is taken from literature [39], while in
the second one, N um(a) is the number of times agent
Aj has taken action a. Then, mina∈Aj (N um(a)) gives the
minimum number of times that all actions available to AGj
0
have been selected. Subsequently, constants βi and βi need
to be set such that the exploration phase for (st , ait ) cannot
finish until the following two conditions are satisfied: (a)
βi
can drop
(st , ait ) is observed so many times that N um(s
i
t ,at )
below a threshold and, (b) other agents have tried all their
actions (at least once).
In this work, we experimentally set βi = 0.3 and
0
βi = 0.2, αth1 = 0.1 and αth2 = 0.05, and γ = 0.6.
2) Dealing with a stochastic environment: Since each
agent has its own action set, we let the agents explore only
state-action pairs corresponding to their own actions. As
we need to deal with a stochastic environment, applying
action ait by AGi at state st may not always result in a
particular st+1 . The reason lies in the fact that (i) contents
of a video can change from one frame to another, (ii) other
agents taking charge of a single video may apply an action
that alters the next expected state to a different one, and
(iii) other videos existing in a multi-user platform with their
corresponding contents and agents can change the state
unexpectedly.
Once ait is taken at state st , all state transitions to new
states need to be recorded during the exploration phase.
ai

t
Assume that N um(st −→
st+1 ) shows the number of times
i
that applying at at st resulted in st+1 , and N um(st , ait )
represents the total number of times that ait was taken at
state st . Then, the probability by which, after taking ait at

ai

t
Input : Qi , P (st −
−
→
st+1 ), A ;
// i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
Output: ai∗
;
// current action taken by the ith agent
t
ai∗
t ←

P
a
P (st −
→ s0t+1 ) × E[QV alue (AGi .next(),s0t+1 )]
arg max

ai

t
t
st , the agent observes st+1 is P (st −→
st+1 ) = N um(st −→

function E[QV alue (AG, s)]: // list of agents, state

3
4
5

if ( AG.next() == NULL
 ) then 
return max
QAG (s, a)
∗
a∈A
AG

6
7

else
return

max
∗

a∈A
AG

P

a

P AG (s −
→ s0 ) × E[QV alue (AG.next(),s0 )]

!

P

Although each agent explores the design space separately and has its own Q-table, it needs to act in the
exploitation phase cooperatively. Consequently, the goal of
each agent is not just to maximize the Q-value attainable
from its own Q-table, but rather, maximizing the expected
Q-value after a sequence of actions taken by all agents.
Consider, for example, the sequence of agents shown as
in Figure 5. Starting from the mth frame, the first agent,
AG1 , is followed by two different agents, AG2 and AG3 .
Thus, the action taken by AG1 should consider the probable
transitions from one state to the other throughout the entire
chain, composed of these three agents, in order to maximize
the Q-value. Indeed, AG1 should select an action which
ultimately moves the entire system to a state in which an
action taken by AG3 is capable of providing the highest
Q-value. This is equivalent to consider the expected Q-value
given that a particular action is selected by AG1 . Hence,
the conditional expected Q-values should be computed for
all available actions in the current state st , in the chain of
AG1 → AG2 → AG3 , as shown in Algorithm 2 and Figure 7. Even though the number of different paths to explore
can grow exponentially, most of them can be pruned.
4) Dealing with Sensing Noise: When dealing with a
non-deterministic problem, it is common that all the states
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are not visited uniformly. This fact can be caused by
wrong/noisy measurements from the system (e.g., power
consumption measurements can be affected by other processes, or precision problems can arise when measuring
the frame processing time). This problem cannot always be
fixed, leading to the need to adapt the learning process to
deal with this issue. In the mono-agent approach described
before, this behaviour has no impact on the learning process as each pair state/action can evolve independently of
the other pairs, however, in the multi-agent approach, the
learning rate definition depends not only on the number
of times one pair state/action has been visited, but also
on the minimum number of times other agent has visited
each action (second term of Equation 5). This definition
affects not only the learned policy, but also the evolution
of learning phases, in the worst case, making the system
stall in the exploration phase, not allowing to progress to
the next phases. To tackle this problem, we propose the
use of a slightly modified version of the classical Z-score
algorithm [40] to detect outliers. Our proposal, shown in
Equation 6, identifies state/action pairs that have not been
visited enough times compared to the other pairs. When
the learning rate function has to be calculated, the states
detected as bottom-outliers are discarded. However, these
states are not removed from the Q-tables since they can be
potentially visited in the future enough number of times
to have an impact on the learning function. Indeed, we
have experimentally determined that discarding states with
z-score0 ≤ −3.5 filters the desired states.
z-score0(i) (st ) =

where:

P

µ(i) =

P
µ0(i) =

6

N um(st , ait ) − µ(i)
σ 0(i)

(6)

(i)

st

N um(st , at )

N um(i) (st )

,

(i)

sˆt ∈S

N um(sˆt , at )
|S(i) |

,

o
(i)
st | N um(st , at ) ≤ µ(i)
v
u P
2
u
N um(sˆt , at ) − µ0(i)
u
s
ˆ
∈
S
t t
σ0 =
|S(i) |

Si =

n

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

The described framework and techniques have been implemented in a real server using a centralized runtime
resource manager written from scratch, that integrates the
multi-agent Q-Learning logic and allocates the registered
applications (in our case, multiple instrumented Kvazaar
instances using the predefined ultrafast configuration). The
resource manager is a client/server infrastructure coded in
C++, in charge of four main actions, namely:
(1) M ETRIC R ECEPTION M ODULE: receives applicationspecific metrics on a configurable regular basis (in our case
bitrate, PSNR and throughput) from registered applications.
System-V message queues are employed to communicate
the applications with the centralized server, due to their low
latency and the ability to define custom message formats.
On the client side, communications are encapsulated into
an external C library. Then, the integration of the communication patterns between client and server is straightforward
and non-intrusive. As an example, for Kvazaar, this instrumentation only added 37 new lines to the original source
code.

(2) S ENSING M ODULE: performs a periodic and configurable sensing of the underlying system-wide metrics. In our
formulation, the module is configured to sense power consumption via the RAPL component in PAPI [41], although
other alternative mechanisms can be easily integrated.
(3) D ECISION M ODULE: selects the most appropriate
knob combination to be applied to each registered application based on both application metrics and platform status
gathered by the previous modules, applying predefined
techniques (e.g., multi-agent Q-Learning or mono-agent QLearning, in our specific case, or others, including ad-hoc
heuristics). Concurrent multi-application support is implemented via ISO C++ threads. In the case of Q-Learning, the
discretization of metrics and sensing parameters, according
to the state definitions detailed in Section 4.1, is also a task
performed by the module.
(4) R ESOURCE M ANAGEMENT M ODULE: it is in charge
of the underlying shared resource management, performing
an efficient distribution across concurrent clients. In our
formulation, it sets application-to-core affinity and according to the D ECISION M ODULE outputs, manages per-core
frequency values. Application affinity is managed by means
of POSIX Thread Affinity API calls; frequency variations are carried out via the libcpufreq library.
6.1

Experimental testbed

Our experimental testbed consists of a 20-core server with
an Intel Xeon Gold 6138 CPU and 128 GB of DDR4 RAM.
Hyperthreading was disabled as Kvazaar does not benefit
from it. Thanks to the use of System-V message queues
between applications and server, the measured overhead
introduced by the centralized resource manager has been
found to be negligible (i.e., less than 0.05% of the total
encoding time). Per-core DVFS ranges from 1.00 GHz to
2.00 GHz, selected by the resource manager. TDP (Thermal
Design Power) is 125W, and the maximum transition latency
for DVFS is 10.0 µs, which is small enough for real-time
DVFS application. Hardware power capping, when necessary, has been carried out through Intel RAPL.
Turbo frequency management in the Intel Xeon Gold
family requires a specific explanation. In these processors,
when turbo mode is enabled and selected by the DVFS
agent, the maximum frequency for each core depends on (a)
the specific vector instructions issued by each core (Normal,
AVX-2 –active in our setup– and AVX-512), and (b) the
number of active cores at each moment, as shown in Table 2
and [18].
6.2

Dataset definition

We consider videos with two different resolutions: Low Resolution (L R) videos, which is the default resolution provided
by Youtube (832 × 480 pixels), and High Resolution (H R)
videos which is the resolution considered as High Definition (720p/HD videos, 1280 × 720 pixels). H R videos have
been extracted from those proposed by the JCT-VC [13];
L R videos are re-scaled versions of their H R counterparts.
As shown in Table 3, the chosen videos cover different
scenarios. On one hand, videos like H R 6 or H R 1 produce
high variability on the obtained FPS, but with low resource
requirements (e.g., 30.6(±6.5) FPS with fixed resources for
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Table 2: AVX2 turbo frequencies for the target architecture depending on the number of active cores.
Active cores
Frequency (GHz)
MAL state (Socc )

1
3.6

2
3.6
1

3
3.4

4
3.4

5
3.2

2

6
3.2

7
3.2

8
3.2

9
2.7

10
2.7

3

Name

µ FPS σ FPS

QuarterBackSneak1
BT709Parakeets
Johnny
ThreePeople

26.1
29.1
31.7
29.7

2.9
5.1
5.7
6.3

H R 1). On the other hand, H R 3 or H R 4 are sequences with
low variability but higher resource demands due to their
contents (26.1(±2.9) FPS when encoded with the same knob
values in H R 4). In our experiments, the first three videos
were used for training, while the rest were used for testing
the obtained results.

7
7.1

FPS

Id
HR4
HR5
HR6
HR7

15
2.5

16
2.5

17
2.3

18
2.3

19
2.3

20
2.3

6

40
30
20
10
MAL execution:

FPS

6.5
4.1
1.5

14
2.5
5

40
30
20
10

Turbo
1.8
1.4
1.0

N. ths

µ FPS σ FPS

Freq (GHz)

Name

13
2.5

Static execution:

5
3
1

R ESULTS
MAL evaluation: adaptability and resource usage

For comparison purposes, we show next the behavior of
our approach compared to a S TATIC knob selection strategy,
where knob values are fixed to a constant value during the
whole execution. For the sake of fairness, knob values in
S TATIC correspond to the average values learned by the
MAL system for the training videos (i.e., 3 threads, 1.5
GHz and QP = 32 for H R videos, and 3 threads, 1.4
GHz and QP = 22 for L R videos). We report results for
five executions of each video when running isolated, and
average values obtained for random sets of more than one
video being encoded simultaneously. For both MAL and
S TATIC, Table 4 reports QoS metrics in terms of (a) QoS
violations (percentage of time the video is encoded below
the predefined real-time threshold, represented as -∆- in the
table), and (b) attained quality (measured in P SNR) for the
different videos in high and low resolution. The tables also
show the average knob value (QP, number of threads and
frequency) for the MAL approach.
7.1.1 Single video behavior
Focusing on observations for isolated videos, we can distinguish two types of sequences, with different learned
policies depending on their characteristics: a first group
(comprising sequences H R 6 and H R 7) that is encoded with
a low number of resources; and a second group which needs
more resources to be encoded (H R 4 and H R 5). For the latter,
the system learns to increase the frequency and average
thread number (more evident for H R 4).
In Figure 8 we report the throughput of the S TATIC and
MAL approaches when encoding the high-demanding H R 4
sequence. The first two plots report the instantaneous FPS
obtained by the S TATIC and MAL approaches respectively,
and show how the MAL approach is able to restrict the
attained throughput to the real time threshold. On the contrary, the percentage of time the S TATIC strategy is not able
to fulfill this restriction is larger even though the selected

QP

Id

12
2.7

4

Table 3: Video characterization using static encoding resources: 3 threads, 1.5GHz, QP=22.
H R 1 FourPeople
30.6
H R 2 KristenAndSara 30.2
H R 3 OldTownCross 15.4

11
2.7

37
32
27
22
100

200

300

400

# Frame

Figure 8: S TATIC vs MAL when encoding a H R 4 sequence.
(and fixed a priori) values for each knob are those learned
by our system. This is a clear sign of the benefits of the
dynamic knob tuning.
The last three plots in Figure 8 show the actual modifications carried out in knobs to adapt to the video content,
and gives an overview of the general strategy learned by the
agents: varying system frequency more often than number
of threads, and modifying number of threads more often
than QP. This strategy does actually have an explanation. As
introduced in Section 5, one-step frequency modifications
has a relatively small impact on the encoding process,
exposing a finer-grained control over throughput. If the
system needs to perform larger changes in the encoding
process (e.g., due to large changes in video contents), it will
first modify the number of threads (N. ths in the figure) or
QP. Thus, it will need to adjust frequency immediately after
to tune the execution in a finer-grained way. This high-level
behavior exhibiting the impact of each knob (in the order of
frequency, number of threads, and QP) has been extracted
automatically after the learning process, and is one of the
main benefits of the RL-based approach.
To sum up, MAL reduces the number of QoS violations
when compared to the S TATIC approach, yielding 1.6× and
2× better results for the H R and L R sequences. respectively.
7.1.2 Turbo behavior and occupation level
Next, we show that the occupation of the cores has a strong
influence on the turbo behavior. Consider the traces in
Figure 9. The first two plots represent an encoding process
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Table 4: Output metrics and resource usage for the MAL approach compared with the S TATIC assignment.
Output metrics
HR

Output metrics

Avg. Knob values

–∆–

PSNR (dB)

MAL Static

MAL Static

Freq N. Ths

QP

LR

MAL

Avg. Knob values

–∆–

PSNR (dB)

MAL Static

MAL Static

Freq N. Ths

QP

MAL

1×H R 4
1×H R 5
1×H R 6
1×H R 7
1×H R Avg.

7.8
0.9
1.0
0.5
2.5

14.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
4.0

41.1
40.2
40.7
39.3
40.3

40.8
39.9
40.1
39.2
40.0

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.4

4.0
3.8
3.6
3.5
3.7

31.1
31.4
31.3
31.9
31.4

1×L R 4
1×L R 5
1×L R 6
1×L R 7
1×L R Avg.

27.9
7.4
0.9
0.5
9.2

71.7
0.5
0.4
0.5
18.3

44.0
44.4
44.8
44.0
44.5

44.7
44.5
44.8
44.0
44.6

1.7
1.5
1.3
1.4
1.5

2.5
2.8
3.0
3.0
2.8

23.7
22.4
22.0
22.0
22.5

2×H R Avg.
3×H R Avg.
4×H R Avg.

3.1
4.5
7.1

5.4
8.5
9.9

40.3
39.4
39.0

40.1
40.1
40.1

1.3
1.3
1.4

3.3
3.3
3.1

31.8
33.7
34.8

2×L R
3×L R
4×L R
5×L R
6×L R

11.1
12.7
13.1
15.0
13.8

11.1
16.1
19.9
22.7
35.0

44.0
43.7
43.9
43.3
41.7

44.6
44.6
44.6
44.6
44.6

1.5
1.5
1.6
1.5
1.5

2.6
2.6
2.5
2.6
2.6

23.6
24.1
23.7
25.2
28.6

a) Scenario 1. Homogeneous-resolution videos: When there
is more than one video being encoded simultaneously, the
results clearly show how our approach is consistently able
to encode the different workloads with a low number of
QoS violations, adapting to different occupation levels and
video resolutions (mainly increasing QP, that is, decreasing
quality to compensate the lower turbo frequency). While the
S TATIC approach works relatively well for a low number of
videos, its QoS decreases when the computational demands
increase, as shown in the second half of Table 4.
As shown in the previous section, when there is only
one video running, the S TATIC approach behaves relatively
well for most of the sequences. However, when the number
of concurrent videos increases, so does the number of QoS
violations. The flexibility of the MAL approach allows a
dynamic adaptation of knobs during the execution to satisfy
the different demands of the different videos on different
server loads, obtaining better results than the S TATIC approach. In the case of H R sequences, the degradation of the
QoS ranges from 3.1% to 7.1% when the MAL approach
encodes 2 to 4 simultaneous videos respectively, and from
5.4% to 9.9% when the videos are encoded using the S TATIC
approach.When L R sequences are encoded, it ranges from
11.1% when 2 videos are encoded simultaneously (for both
approaches), up to 13.8% in the MAL approach and 35.0%
in the S TATIC approach when 6 videos are considered.
Although the MAL approach decreases the P SNR when
the number of videos increases, the loss in quality is only

FPS
Freq (GHz)

Turbo
1.8
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50
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200

250
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250

300
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Turbo
1.8
1.4
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32
27
22

N. Ths

Concurrent sequences behavior

60
50
40
30
20

# Frame
5xLR5

Freq (GHz)

7.1.3

1xLR5

QP

of a single high-demanding L R 5 video (as described before),
while the last four plots show the behavior when 5 L R 5
videos are encoded simultaneously (only the traces of one
of them shown). When only a single video is encoded, the
MAL system sets the number of threads to 3 and QP value
to 22 (same values used in the S TATIC approach), adapting
itself to the video content changing only the frequency
between 1.3 GHz and turbo frequency (3.4GHz due to the
low occupation). However, as the occupation of the machine
increases, the turbo frequency decreases (down to 2.5 GHz
when there are 15 cores occupied) and, thus, not sufficient to
adapt to content variation. Consequently, the system learns
how to adapt to the content by properly modifying the other
knobs.

Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.

3
2
1
50

100

150
# Frame

Figure 9: Encoding timeline for a single L R 5 sequence is
encoded (top) vs. 5 L R 5 simultaneous sequences (bottom).
For a single sequence, the system sets the number of threads
to 3 and the QP value to 22 (not shown in the plots).

of 2.9dB in the worst case, thanks to the QP adaptation
previously described.
To recap, the percentage of time in which the QoS
restrictions are violated increases with the number of simultaneous videos. However, the QoS degradation is greater
for S TATIC than for MAL. Hence, our proposed solution is
able to adapt to different levels of occupation, which results
in more desirable outcomes (1.7× and 2.5× for H R and L R
videos respectively).
b) Scenario 2. Behavior under video combinations: Table 5
shows the results obtained for a more realistic scenario,
where different number of videos of different resolutions
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Table 5: Output metrics and number of threads (MAL vs
S TATIC) for different combinations of mixed videos.
PSNR (dB)

–∆–

Output metrics
HR

N. Threads

MAL

S TATIC

MAL

S TATIC

MAL

S TATIC

1H R+1L R
1H R+3L R
1H R+5L R

41.5
42.8
42.0

42.0
43.4
43.8

1.2
7.6
11.6

0.3
9.9
10.7

5.7
10.8
14.8

6
12
18

2H R+1L R
2H R+3L R
2H R+5L R

41.0
39.6
39.6

41.5
42.6
43.3

2.8
6.3
10.0

2.3
3.8
20.7

8.6
13.3
18.6

9
15
21

3H R+1L R
3H R+3L R
3H R+5L R

39.4
39.8
38.6

40.9
42.3
42.7

2.3
10.0
11.3

3.7
14.4
26.6

10.8
16.8
20.0

12
18
24

4H R+1L R
4H R+3L R
4H R+5L R

39.1
38.1
38.1

40.8
41.8
42.6

3.6
7.1
9.0

3.9
16.4
35.5

14.0
19.0
20.0

15
21
27

are simultaneously encoded. Qualitatively, the behavior is
similar to the previous experiments: as the occupation of
the server increases, the QoS violations increase too. In
addition, in the extreme cases where the S TATIC approach
assigns more threads than available cores (20 in our platform) arising oversubscription (i.e., two active threads are
executed on the same physical core), our approach is able to
adapt the quality and number of threads between the videos
in order not to exceed the available physical cores and to
obtain maximum QoS. MAL obtains 2× improvements in
QoS when compared against S TATIC assigning 21 threads
(experiment 2H R +5L R), and up to 4× when 27 threads are
used by S TATIC (experiment 4H R +5L R). The loss in quality
is minimum, i.e., encoding always sequences with P SNR
above 38 dB.
7.2

Table 6: MAL compared to the ARGO approach.

Comparison with state-of-the-art heuristics

To compare our proposal with an existing state-of-theart approach, we have implemented the ARGO heuristic
described in [25], [26]. ARGO bases its decisions on an
internal database storing all feasible knob configurations
(called Operating Points -O P-), and an estimation of the
output metrics obtained for each O P. ARGO maintains a
set of constraints that the system should never violate. At
runtime it chooses, between all the promising O PS that do
not violate the constraints, the configuration that maximizes
a user-defined rank function. To provide self-adaptation,
ARGO computes on the fly different coefficients to relate
the obtained measurements to those expected and stored.
To compare our proposal with ARGO, we generate its
internal database by profiling the same videos used in our
system; we set QP and number of threads as the dynamic
knobs managed by the heuristic, delegating the frequency
adjustment to the ondemand governor of the OS. The heuristic acts every 6 frames (matching the minimum frequency in
our approach), and the rank function used to evaluate OPs
matches the reward function used in the MAL approach.
Table 6 shows the results obtained when executing the
same combination of videos used in the previous section.
For the sake of clarity, we report the MAL results again
in this table. Although ARGO obtains higher P SNR in all
the tested scenarios, the amount of time the system violates
the throughput constraint is systematically larger than in

Knobs

PSNR (dB)

–∆–

N. Ths

QP

MAL

ARGO

MAL

ARGO

ARGO

1×H R 4
1×H R 5
1×H R 6
1×H R 7
1×H R Avg.

7.8
0.9
1.0
0.5
2.5

9.6
8.5
9.9
7.0
8.8

41.1
40.2
40.7
39.3
40.3

43.6
42.5
42.9
41.7
42.7

2.7
1.5
1.1
1.0
1.6

25.0
26.7
25.2
26.4
25.8

2×H R Avg.
3×H R Avg.
4×H R Avg.

3.1
4.5
7.1

9.4
6.3
7.1

40.3
39.4
39.0

42.7
42.7
42.7

1.6
1.7
1.9

25.8
25.8
25.9

our proposal. This behavior is explained in terms of the
changes in the content of the video. While our proposal
is able to perform a fine-tuning process by adjusting the
processors’ frequency, ARGO delegates this to the governor
of the operating system. This delegation results on setting
the frequency at turbo in all scenarios, thus, it needs to
increment the number of threads to compensate a violation
in the QoS constraint. However, although a change in the
number of threads can have a huge impact on the instantaneous throughput, the increment in FPS is slower than the
one obtained when changing the frequency. The later is the
policy followed by the MAL approach.
Table 6 also shows that the number of threads used by
ARGO increases with the number of videos. As shown in
Table 2, the turbo frequency decreases as the number of
active cores increases. Hence, an increase in the amount of
threads is needed to compensate the loss in frequency.
7.3

Multi-agent vs. mono-agent

To show the advantages and disadvantages of our multiagent proposal against other mono-agent-based Q-Learning
approaches, we have implemented the general mono-agent
approach described in Section 3.1. For the sake of fairness,
the mono-agent takes an action every 6 frames (the minimum frequency in MAL), and considers all possible combinations of actions considered by MAL. All results hereafter
correspond to a training process with 4 H R simultaneous
transcoding processes, using the sequences for training and
test described before. Only results with 4 simultaneous
videos are reported due to the unfeasible time required
to train the mono-agent system for different number of
videos, as described next. The reported results correspond
to the average values obtained when encoding 4 test sequences selected randomly at the same time (each executed
5 times), using the same combination of sequences for both
approaches. Data measured confirm the weak points previously mentioned for the mono-agent approach and alleviated by the MAL implementation, namely: the learning time
for the mono-agent is dramatically larger than that of the
MAL approach (6 times longer in our experiments), and the
mono-agent approach has less control on the consequences
of each action as the decision space considers all the knobs
together, hiding the relations between them.
a) Learning time: The two plots on the top of Figure 10
report the learning time for the mono-agent and multi-agent
approach, respectively, under equivalent experimental scenarios. Each line represents the amount of state-action pairs
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Figure 10: Learning evolution of the mono-agent approach
vs multi-agent approach. Each line represents the percentage of state-action pairs that are in each phase. Top,
the mono-agent approach vs the multi-agent approach (all
agents combined). Bottom, a detailed view of the behavior
of each agent.

(in terms of percentage) at each phase of the learning process. In the case of the multi-agent approach, lines represent
combined data for the three agents. Both x-axes are equally
scaled for comparison purposes, and represent the status of
the system after training with a certain number of sequences
(≈ 500f rames/sequence). The results clearly show how all
state-action pairs start in the exploration phase, and how they
move to exploration-exploitation and then to exploitation phase
while the pairs are being visited over time. As described in
Section 5, running the system on a real platform produces
noisy measurements, which forces the adoption of filtering
techniques to remove these noisy data. Our filtering algorithm does not remove these measurements, but ignores
them until it is sure that these measurements are correct
(Equation 6). This leads to the lines in the plot not to be
monotonic, but still convergent. As the decision space for
the mono-agent considers all combinations for all actions (4
QP values × 5 different numbers of threads × 12 frequencies
= 240 different actions), the convergence for the mono-agent
is slower than for the multi-agent, which splits the decision
space and explores them concurrently, yielding 6× faster
learning times.
The plots at the bottom illustrate the learning process
of each agent in MAL. Even though all of them show the
same behavior, the convergence slightly varies among them,
due to the different number of actions each agent needs to
explore, as well as by the different frequency at which each
agent acts.
b) Learned policies: Figure 11a shows how the number of threads and selected frequency are similar to those
learned by MAL; QP values are considerably smaller (26.9
vs 34.6), yielding higher-quality videos while the computing
resources increase. This implies an increase in the QoS violations shown in Figure 11, obtaining worse results than for
MAL. The reason of this behavior is that, when considering
simultaneous knob changes, the relation between them is
hidden, obtaining at the end a more coarse-grained control

Figure 11: Top: resource usage by the MAL and mono-agent
approach. Bottom: QoS and QoE metrics obtained. The data
represents average values for different combinations.
than the MAL approach. Also, MAL does not only rely on
the Q-values learned on the decision process, but also on
the stored probabilities between states when applying each
action. Thus, it has more information than the mono-agent
to make right decisions.
c) Actions variability (QoE): In addition to QoS, it is
also crucial to consider QoE [8]. This is directly related to
the perception of the user when visualizing the encoded
sequence. For example, even if the frame rate is always
above 24 FPS, continuous or abrupt changes in quality
can damage QoE. To quantify these two metrics, Figure 11
reports the number of QP changes during the encoding
process (i.e. quality changes), and average distance between
the selected QP values (if the distance is large, the change
in quality is significant). Besides the coarser-grained control
of the mono-agent when knobs are considered jointly, it is
impossible to set a different frequency (for agent activation)
to modify each knob. This produces a higher number of
changes in QP than MAL (in our case, every 6 frames
vs every 24), and hence constant changes in quality. In
addition, as the mono-agent learned to use a lower QP value
with the same number of threads and frequency as MAL,
when the system needs to adapt the QP value, it performs
abrupt changes, damaging QoE. For the example shown in
Figure 11, the benefits in terms of QoS and QoE can be
summarized as a reduction of 12% in FPS violations, 7× less
QP changes, and 30% reduction on average QP distance.
7.4

Power capping

Finally, we investigate on the ability of MAL to apply tight
power capping limits while adapting resources and keeping
thresholds on T HROUGHPUT and P SNR. The experiments
are based on the execution of the maximum number of
videos before oversubscription arises (in our case, 6 L R
simultaneous videos), combined with a power capping limit
(75W, which is 60% of TDP). We study three power capping mechanisms: a) software capping (M AL -S W), in which
MAL autonomously learns the optimal knob combinations
to achieve power capping following the ideas presented
in Section 5. b) Hybrid software-hardware capping (M AL S W H W), in which no power states are considered at learning
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GHz (L R 4) to 1.23 (L R 6). This reduction is accompanied by
an increase in QP, and hence a reduction in quality (P SNR),
see Figure 12c. Note that, however, quality is maintained under acceptable limits. In summary, MAL achieves software
power capping, for the tested video combinations, by means
of reducing the frequency and trading off quality. Besides,
if hardware capping mechanisms are available, MAL can
cooperate with them.
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(c) PSNR.

Figure 12: (a) QoS, (b) resource usage, and (c) quality for the
same 6 videos simultaneously encoded under a power cap
of 75 W, using the different policies described in the text.
time and there is no power reward, but instead hardware
mechanisms are applied to maintain power under the cap.
c) A S TATIC-Hw implementation with hardware capping
where the values for the different knobs are statically selected a priori and hardware capping is used. The values
chosen for the S TATIC-Hw approach correspond to the average values learned by MAL. We report results in terms of
used resources (Figure 12b) and output metrics (Figures 12a
and 12c) for the three power capping mechanisms and for
MAL-N O P CAP, which means MAL with TDP as power cap.
First, consider the capabilities of the three methods to
maintain power consumption below the cap. For reference,
if none of the three previous mechanisms is used, the
amount of time in which the cap is exceeded in a normal
execution of the MAL system ranges from 52% (L R 4) to 10%
(L R 6). By using any of the three approaches, power capping
violations (labelled as %P > 75W ) reduce this range in
all cases. When hardware capping is applied, obviously,
the percentage of capping violations is reduced to a value
close to 0%. In the case of pure software capping, it ranges
from 13% (L R 4) to 0% (L R 6), which demonstrates the ability
of MAL to dynamically adjust knobs to meet the power
capping restrictions.
Regarding QoS, both software-hardware and software
power capping are able to achieve similar FPS violations
(columns labelled as %F P S < 24) in all cases compared
with situations in which no power capping is applied. Recall
that, in those cases, power capping is simultaneously met.
This achievement is possible due to a correct adaptation
(reduction) of quality (P SNR). At a glance, MAL manages
to slightly reduce average core frequency, from a range between 1.62 GHz (L R 4) to 1.47 (L R 6) to a range between 1.55

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed detailed guidelines and
evidences that demonstrate the feasibility of integrating
Reinforcement Learning techniques into an ad-hoc resource
management system serving multiple (and heterogeneous)
video transcoding requests on a modern multi-core server.
The results for a highly optimized HEVC implementation have demonstrated that our multi-agent approach
adapts to changes in video contents and server occupation,
achieving an improvement of 2×/4× when the occupation
of the server is low/high, respectively. We have given evidences that reveal the appealing of a multi-agent approach
in terms of learning time (6× reduction compared with a
mono-agent approach) and quality of learned policies (3.4×
improvements on QoS, and 7× in QoE). We have shown
how power capping capabilities can be incorporated to
the resource manager obtaining competitive results when
compared against hardware power capping mechanisms.
The management of dynamic application- and system-level
knobs in a holistic fashion is general enough to be extended
with further parameters or output metrics, and to other
applications, both in the multimedia area and in other fields;
also, the architectural-related techniques applied to deal
with system knobs are of wide appeal to be applied (isolated
or in conjunction) to other present and future architectures.
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